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Abstract: This paper presents the finite element analysis of the differential settlement prediction for the adjacent
longitudinal precast box culvert and subject to different loading conditions including different loading area. These culverts
were investigated based on the finite element method was used to analyze the numerical solution of the problems under the
condition of assembled of the standard three dimensional adjacent box culvert with beneath soil, side soil and floor reaction
under different loading conditions and loading areas. It is located on right side soil of box culvert concerning to settlement
which is using brick element in ABAQUS software. The culvert, floor reaction and soil were modeled using standard
parameters of three dimensional solid geometric and material linearity. Finally, the settlement foundation was predicted using
the finite element modeling and analysis, the screw bolt constraint is equivalent to the binding contact (tie constraint) so that
the screw bolt connection has a negative impact on the performance of the side wall of adjacent longitudinal box culvert
specifically if there is a settlement occurred.
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1. Introduction
The culverts are commonly manufactured with a variety of
materials, including reinforced concrete, corrugated metal and
stone. The underground channels prefabricated reinforced
concrete boxes are very common and are generally constructed
as single or multiple cell ducts. RC prefabricated conduits offer
advantages such as improved quality control, the use of stronger
concrete, lower costs due to mass production and shorter
installation times. [1] It is constructed from two adjacent box
culvert jointed by screw bolt formed longitudinal box culvert for
underground utility purpose. It is preferable due to simple
construction, reduces construction time and maintenance cost. In
addition to this, it has good adaptability to settlement of
foundations and is used for underground tunneling structure that
carries public utility lines like wires, conduits, pipes of power,
gas, water supply and communication system. It is used to
transmit the energy, water and sewage, etc. The public services
tunnel was considered a low seismic risk. The Tunnel have been

found to be often damaged under strong earthquake motion and
large ground displacement, and the pipeline system contained in
the tunnel was also observed damaged in the earthquake, such as
breaking tensile and torsion in joints, and dropping from its bear.
[2-5] Besides it is not recommended for areas with excessive
settlement where deep foundations are required since deep
foundations would have to be placed on shorter intervals with
the use of precast sections making the installation excessively
expensive. Its concrete must be strong, safe, stiff, reliability and
economical. Its simplification is generally simplified and
verified for the adjacent longitudinal precast box culvert. In
addition to this, Settlement of the culverts in construction and
post-construction is the important portion concern to settlement.
The magnitude of culvert settlement influences the ultimate
settlement of the surface. Settlement along the longitudinal
probably leads to crack on the culvert, and it influences the
service life and quality of culvert in the end. Moreover, the
settlements increase it will affect to diseases of culvert structure;
decrease the service function of the culvert. Settlements
probably lead to water infiltration, culvert cracking and soil
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surrounding culvert permeability breakage in the culvert
designed, baleful influence would be happening on soil. Further
works of culvert settlement property of the soil provide safety,
and efficiency for the culvert, evaluate the influence on the
culvert and finally ascertain the displacement distribution in the
culvert section. Hence studying the properties of the culvert
under settlement is very needful. However, the response of
culverts to loading conditions is controlled by the interaction
between the culvert and soil around it. Analysis of such systems
is not easy due to the complex interactions between the culvert
and soil. No closed-form solution can effectively approximate
the accurate behavior. Soil–Structure interaction problems can
be analyzed using the finite-element method to provide a
satisfactory solution. For many years, soil–structure interaction
mechanisms were not used in box-culvert design methods, and it
was usually assumed that the load applied to the top slab
corresponded to the geostatic load, which is the weight of the
earth prism above the slab. [6-8]
This paper mainly used one method for simplifying
settlement prediction. The finite element method is used to
analysis the settlement prediction by forming two adjacent box
culvert jointed using screw bolt which is the screw bolt

constraint is equivalent to the binding contact (tie constraint)
sections of the two culverts during finite element simulation
for underground utility purpose. The settlement of the adjacent
longitudinal precast box culvert simulated using finite element
simulation. It was prepared for the adjacent longitudinal
precast box culvert, floor reaction and soil including both side
soil under different loading condition, loading areas which is
concerned under settlement. The models included three
dimensional solid geometric and material linearity. Thus, the
contact between them was modeled using surface-to-surface
contact elements. The load was applied on the right side of the
longitudinal box culvert of soil. However, the direct result
obtained by the finite element method is settlement by
identifying each corner point. Finally, the longitudinal
deformation precast box culvert with flexible and rigid
connection in a concerning settlement obtained. Furthermore,
the finite element model is used to simulate the numerical
solution of the problems under the condition of assembled box
culvert using ABAQUS software and the results provide to the
analysis and design of the longitudinal precast box culvert
structure and construction in civil engineering practices. [9-13]

Figure 1. Typical adjacent box culvert and its corner numbering.

2. Materials and Methods
In order to study the behavior of all the possible standard
adjacent box culverts three dimensional finite element model
were prepared for the standard size of adjacent longitudinal
box culvert as per GB50010. [14] This study includes the
model of three dimensional solid elements soil (C3D8) and
three dimensional solid elements for concrete (C3D8) having
geometric and material linearity. The soil was loaded and
model based on two loading area which is 1m*1.5m and
1m*2m. The settlement was studied for all the load steps of
double box tested using brick element including flexible and
ridged connection concerning to soil beneath, side soil, both
box culvert and floor reaction. [15, 16]
2.1. Material Properties
Methods comparing with each other, the finite element
software ABAQUS was used to model and analyze. The vertical

displacement (settlement) of two culverts including reaction
floor with overlying soil on both side was calculated when the
two culverts were rigidly connected and the gap between them
was fixed. The corresponding settlement deformation diagram
was obtained. Because the elastic modulus of box culvert and
soil is four orders of magnitude different, only the elastic vertical
displacement (settlement) of soil is observed, and the adjacent
box culvert is considered as a flexible and rigid connection, and
its elastic deformation can be neglected. The culvert had 2m
laying width, 2m*2m inner size span and rise, 0.20m roof
including floor thickness and 0.18m side wall thickness per each
section. However, the longitudinal box culvert consisted of 15
jointed single couples of box culvert with its 30m length. The
finite model parameters of material properties of soil, concrete
and reaction floor were defined using standard properties. Size,
Unit type, Modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio and Density
standard value were incorporated the basic material parameters
of the modeling as per GB50010 shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Material property of the modeling.
Item No.
Soil
Box culvert
Floor Reaction

Size(m)
30x30x30
2X2
30X5.22

Unit type
C3D8
C3D8
C3D8

Modulus of elasticity(MPa)
4E7
3.25E10
3.25E10

2.2. Mesh Generation
Because of the symmetry of the combined adjacent culvert
section, the geometry was considered in the mesh generation,
and it was regarded as a three dimensional solid elements for
soil beneath, side soil, both box culvert and floor reaction. The
models were tested for confirming the geometry dimension
and the mesh density, and the final model given vertical
displacement (settlement) using corner point identification. All
of the elements are standard (C3D8)-8 node linear brick
meshed separately. The mesh element generated high on the
part soil and least on the part floor reaction. In addition to this,
the mesh node generated high on the part box culvert and least
on the part floor reaction. Thus, the total mesh generates
191,130 elements and 35,855 nodes. [17]

Poisson’s Ratio
0.3
0.3
0.3

Density (Kg/m3)
2000
2400
2400

addition to this, the friction contact between the box culvert and
the soil of the lower box is the same as the binding contact
between the box culvert and the soil. It is considered that the box
culvert will contact surface to surface element on the upper
surface of floor reaction and side soil when the connection
concern to flexible and ridged. Thus, the bottom surface of floor
reaction and bottom surface of side soil surface during the
analysis binding contact with beneath soil. There is a
compression relationship between the box culvert and the soil on
both sides. Therefore, when the box culvert is subjected to
settlement and torsion around the long box, the soil will provide
a favorable hindrance, i.e. close contact with the side of the box
culvert, so the side of the box culvert is bound to the side soil by
considering separately master surface and slave surface.
2.4. Load Applications

2.3. Contact Modeling
The adjacent box culverts to the connection form and the
boundary condition are connected by screw bolts. The screw
bolt constraint is equivalent to the binding contact (tie constraint)
sections of the two culverts, that is, the binding contact between
left and right inner surface of the box culvert using surface to
surface contact elements considered as the left box culvert as
master surface but the right box culvert as slave surface. In

In order to correspond to the step by step loading of the test
process, loads are located on the right side culvert soil on a
1m*1.5m and 1m*2m areas. The vertical displacement
(settlement) of the lower right corner of the right culvert is
controlled loaded. The vertical displacement of the lower right
corner is approximately satisfied by ABAQUS software
calculation. The load of various parts of soil is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The load of various parts of soil.
Event
Load(N/m)

No soil on both side
7E7

Free soil on both side
6.2E7

3. Results and Discussions
The output database files in ABAQUS were read by
visualization module to create contour plots, animations, XY
plots, and tabular output of the results. Crack is not supported
by visualization mode so it is read in data file, which
identifies the cracked elements and the level of stress at that
point. [18-20]

Soil on both side
1E8

Free soil on both side
1E8

According to the results of software calculation, the
deformed and un-deformed form of the adjacent box culvert
is obtained, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The corners
are numbered respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The vertical
displacement (settlement) of each corner point is calculated
by the ABAQUS software. The vertical displacement
(settlement) is positive downward.

Table 3. The vertical displacement of adjacent box culvert.

No
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Flexible box culvert joined
without side soil displacement
(m)
1m*1.5m
1m*2m
0.121
0.159
0.082
0.111
0.122
0.162
0.151
0.198
0.082
0.111
0.059
0.081
0.107
0.143
0.122
0.162

Flexible box culvert joined on both
side soil displacement (m)

Ridged box culvert joined on
both side soil displacement (m)

1m*1.5m
0.087
0.063
0.085
0.104
0.063
0.045
0.073
0.085

1m*1.5m
0.132
0.102
0.134
0.158
0.102
0.077
0.117
0.134

1m*2m
0.135
0.099
0.134
0.163
0.099
0.072
0.116
0.134

1m*2m
0.168
0.139
0.178
0.202
0.139
0.114
0.159
0.178

Ridged box culvert soil
without joined both side soil
displacement (m)
1m*1.5m
1m*2m
0.170
0.218
0.115
0.155
0.174
0.228
0.215
0.274
0.115
0.155
0.082
0.117
0.155
0.204
0.174
0.228
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Figure 2. Deformed and un-deformed adjacent box culvert with flexible joint.

Figure 3. Deformed and un-deformed adjacent box culvert with rigid joint.

Figure 4. The vertical displacement for upper corner point with 1m*1.5m and 1m*2m.
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Figure 5. The vertical displacement for lower corner point with 1m*1.5m and 1m*2m.

According to the Table 3, The vertical displacement
(settlement)was analysis concerned four modeling system
subject to two loading area such as flexible box culvert joined
without side soil displacement, flexible box culvert joined on
both side soil displacement, ridged box culvert joined on both
side soil displacement and ridged box culvert soil without
joined both side soil displacement as well as loading area of
1m*1.5m and 1m*2m. So that the upper (roof slab) corner
points of the vertical displacement had been appeared
minimum settlement predicted at the corner point of G with
0.073m when the adjacent longitudinal box is flexible jointing
both side as well as 1m*1.5m loading area and its maximum
settlement also predicted at the corner point of D with 0.274m.
When the adjacent longitudinal box is ridged without jointing
both side as well as 1m*2m loading area. In addition to this,
the lower (floor slab) corner points of the vertical displacement
had been appeared minimum settlement predicted at the corner
point of F with 0.045m when the adjacent longitudinal box is
flexible jointed both side as well as 1m*1.5m loading area and
its maximum settlement also predicted at the corner point of A
with 0.218m. When the adjacent longitudinal box is ridged
without jointed both side as well as 1m*2m loading area. Thus,
compared with two working conditions of side soil, it is found
that the predicted settlement of the left box culverts is less than
that of right box culverts. This is because, the settlement of the
right lower box soil has little effect on the left side of the
culvert when the two culverts are free, and when the two
culverts are just joined and coordinated which is given the
result that, the left box culvert will be driven to foundation
settlement together with right box culvert due to differential
settlement under consideration of different loading area and
Joints. The vertical displacement of the joint corner points of
the HC and EB can also reflect settlement problem. Since the
adjacent longitudinal box made from 15 box culverts
connected in series. In this case, the torsional stiffness of the
adjacent longitudinal box direction is smaller than of the actual
production.

4. Conclusions
This study developed the finite element analysis of the

differential settlement prediction for adjacent longitudinal
precast box culvert and subject to different loading
conditions including different loading area. The main
simplified variables included the settlement regarding to
connection of the adjacent box culvert concerning to the
flexible and ridged connection. Based on interpretations and
discussions of the simplified results, the major findings were
summarized as follows;
The main factors of the resistance foundation settlement of
the box culvert are the clearance of the adjacent longitudinal
box culvert joint and the length of the single box culvert. If
the adjacent longitudinal box culvert joint can be changed to
make it have better deformation ability the box culvert to
resist foundation settlement can be improved significantly.
When the soil is under the settlement, the moment between
the adjacent box culvert due to gravity and earth pressure acts
on the flexible connection, which will produce local
compression on the side wall of longitudinal box culvert and
also leading to cracks and damage in advance as well as the
invasion of water vapor in the soil, and have a negative
impact on the performance of the internal utility line.
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